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HOW TO LIVE YOUR (AUTHENTIC) LIFE
4th of July *Exclusive*
July 5 is the time of

🧨 Independence Reading🇺🇸

aphelion, when Earth is the
farthest it will get from the

30 minute reading discussing

Sun for the entire year—we
will be 94,510,886 miles

where you value and express

away from our bright star!

your personal independence.

Gemstone for July: Ruby
Gemstone for Cancer: Pearl
Gemstone for Leo: Ruby

Pixabay

✨ REACH FOR THE STARS
This July in the skies above, we find ourselves in the sign of dCancer the Nurturer until July 22
when we enter the realm of eLeo the Royal. This filters the Cancerian energies of home, family and
nourishment down to Earth for us to enjoy as the sun approaches the time of year when in its most
powerful position here in the USA. Leo’s magnanimous energy takes over after the 22nd and we will
bask in the filtered energy that allows us to shine like monarchs we are. Notice what you are
passionate about, and don’t be afraid to take a leadership role and show the world what lights YOU
up!
Happy Independence Day to those in the US! Although there is

“Freedom is found
when we forget
celebrate our emerging independence from lockdowns, quarantines
who we are
and facemasks. Whether you’ve nourished yourself with healthy food,
sunlight and proper hydration, or you chose the vaccine, all of that self- supposed to be
care leads to a calm mind that helps the emotions remain elevated
and embrace who
towards hope rather than the fear that the pandemic brought with it.
we really are.” ”
lingering fatigue from the pandemic and political shenanigans, we can

Now nourished and prepared, we can venture forth into the July sun
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with a passion and a purpose. Now that’s worthy of fireworks!
July 28: Jupiter Retrograde Re-Enters Aquarius (ends October 18)
The great Benefit Jupiter, giver of luck, miracles, and expansion, will travel back into Aquarius for
the months ahead. This will draw your attention to the situations that occurred from this past
January through May. This could be a time of deep insight, don’t ignore it!

Journal Prompt: What type of nourishing or nurturing are you experiencing at the beginning of the
month? What gives you more power and lights you up to perform or play now that you have more
energy?

A FLOW WITH THE MOON B
This a New Moon in d Cancer on July 9th, we are ready to nourish and heal ourselves with our
awareness of the patterns that we learned from our Ancestors, home and family. We can
acknowledge the experiences we’ve had, letting go of what no longer serves us.

Journal Prompt: What family line or issues with home and family have I had extreme emotions
about recently? What has the experience left me with that now gives me power?

The b Full Moon is the culmination of what we have grown in the month. This b Full Moon in
mAquarius on July 23rd highlights our friendships as well as our own uniqueness.
Journal Prompt: What do I find to be the highest form of friendship? Where can I be authentic
about what I am passionate about without feeling like I will stand out or lose friends?

KISS THE GROUND💋
The Zodiac can correlate with some very fun things you can pay attention to physically here on
Earth. Let’s talk about some Astro Feng Shui!
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Feng Shui is the Chinese study of the flow created by unobstructed wind and water. It seeks to
arrange a home to match the right energy and frequency of the home, the inhabitant(s) and the
intent of living in the space. Astro Feng Shui brings the energy of the zodiac sign into correlating
areas and items in the home. Since we are in Cancer to begin July, I though this was a fabulous way
to bring the home in to focus.
July’s Astro Feng Shui begins in the sign of *Cancer (the Prominent Water Sign) which focuses on
home, family and the Element of Water, and then moves into *Leo (Fixed Fire Sign) which focuses
on creativity, performance, play, fun and the Element of Fire. Whether you are honoring the month
we are in, or finding out where the *Cancer or *Leo areas effect your personal chart, these will apply
to both. Associating these with an area of your chart makes the applications stronger and more
apropos for you as an individual. If you don’t have your own chart, you can get one here or contact
me and I can hook you up with your Astrological Blueprint.
Here are all 12 signs:
Aries areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase for the home:
Front gate, entrance door, entrance hall, toaster/bbq grill, stove, mixer, iron, dryer, chimney
Taurus areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase for the
home:
Dining room, vegetable garden, foundations, armchair, safe,
pantry
Gemini areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase for the
home:
Corridors/staircase, garage, telephone/email, kids

*You know how you can walk into
someones home and you are just
instantly relaxed, yet another’s you
go in and you just can’t relax? It’s all
about the energy in the house. If it
re ects the person you are visiting
in layout and decor, you can relax
and hang out, if it has a dissonance
between the home and the
person(s) who live there, it can be
felt upon entry!*

bedrooms, chairs, mailbox, radio, newspapers/magazines,
air-conditioning, paperwork
*Cancer areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase for the
home:

fl
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Kitchen, Bedroom, Family Room, Tables, Bathtubs, Swimming Pools, Carpets/Floors, Blankets and
sofas.
*Leo areas for arrangement, de-cluttering or purchasing new for the home:
The hall, teenagers bedroom, gameroom/ballroom, overhead and decorative lighting, mirrors,
fireplaces.
Virgo areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase for the home:
desk, washing/ironing room, kennel, faucet, shower/sink, toolshed, computer, cupboards/drawers,
medicine cupboard
Libra areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase new for the home:
Living room, curtains, hammock, flowers, art/paintings, doorbell
Scorpio areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase new for the home:
sex relationship place/bedroom, vent hood, toilet, compost area, garbage, basement, well, sewer
Sagittarius areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase new for the home:
Windows, terrace, winter garden, balcony, library/books, study, guest room, prayer place/altar
Capricorn areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase new for the home:
Roof/ceilings, doors, walls, refrigerator, freezer, office, attic, banister, clock, folding screen
Aquarius areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase new for the home:
Software, tv, microwave, electronic appliances, electric wiring, posters, mobiles, anterrna/wifi,
lightening rod
Pisces areas to arrange, de-clutter or purchase new for the home:
sound equipment, dvd’s, junk room, garden shed, pipes, bed, water tank, bar/wine cellar, gas,
garden furniture, garden/plants
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Journal Prompt: What areas of my home are the most problematic? What associations with the
Zodiac sign meanings can I contemplate?

*SIMPLE SECRETS*
July and August are the hottest months of the year in the USA, so
the increase in heat can lead to dehydration. Since hydrating is one
of the foundational pillars of human existence, and our bodies are
@75% water, it’s one of the first priorities that should be addressed
when you become aware of an imbalance in your body. if you really
want to geek out on hydration, check out the book “The 4th Phase
of Water” by Gerald R. Pollack. Want to know more about signs of
dehydration? Check out this article.
What counts as substances that beneficially hydrate?
1. High quality H2O, as the Waterboy would say. This means that the ideal water you put into
your body is neutral to slightly alkaline, mineral or spring water, free of toxic chemicals. The
lower the ph, the more acidic the water, which can create acidity in the body. The minerals help
your body absorb the molecules, and re-hydrate optimally. Check your water from the tap,
during treatment, it may have acquired substances that are toxic to the body, like chlorine and
fluoride, not to mention heavy metals and traces of pharmaceuticals. For more info check out
this article on what’s in tap water. *After we talked about it, my husband became concerned
about the tap water in Dallas and bought a Zero water filter/pitcher, and now he’s obsessed with
measuring the content of each batch of water to make sure it’s clean and filtered.
2. Fresh pressed or squeezed vegetable and fruit juices. These are considered “organized
water” as the plant has already made its juices bio-available, and have a high water content.
Eating these veggies and fruits gets you the same water content, with the added bonus of the
fiber contained in these foods. For more info on what fruits and veggies are best, check out this
article. Bottled juices retain hydrating properties, but don’t have as high of a structured water
content determined by the time since the fruit/veg was processed.
What liquids can actually de-hydrate a person?
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1. Coffee, black tea, caffeinated sodas
2. Wine, beer and alcohol
My suggestion and practice is that in addition your regular consumption, you replace the same
amount of hydration for what you drank in de-hydrating substance. For instance, if you have 9 oz. of
wine, drink 9 ounces of H2O to balance yourself back out again.

…and the $24,000 bonus question: How MUCH hydration does a person need?
Many sources say that you should drink half of your body weight in ounces. For instance if you
weigh 100 lbs, you’d need 50oz a day of hydrating substances. I use this guideline personally, and
with my clients, and find that this equation is indeed a good rule of thumb.
However, always pay attention to time, place and circumstance. The hotter the temperature, the
higher the humidity, the more direct sun exposure, intense physical activity and of course dehydrating substances will all require more water than the average half your body weight in ounces
equation.

👍 BEST AND WORST👎
Here are your best and worst options for personal grooming this July 2021:
Best Days for Hair cut: July 11,12, 13, 14
Best Days for Hair Color: July 15,16
Best days for Nail Care: July 22,23
Best days for Dentistry: July 6,7, 24,25
Best days for Medical Procedures: July 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31
Worst day for Medical Procedures: July 9
Worst days for Dentistry: July 3,4,30,31
214-695-6514
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Worst Days for Hair Cut: July 8,9,10
Try planning something on a “good” day! Let me know what you think, I’d love to hear about your
success. If you’ve had experience with a bad day, tell me too, I’d love to give corrective advice to
improve any failures! Want to know more, take a look at this site www.Rhythmofnature.net

Got Questions? Give me a shout, I’m happy to answer any question you have. If I have read your
chart before, I will include a more personalized answer. If I haven’t read for you, feel free to book a
free 15 minute appointment here: https://go.oncehub.com/JenniferKaufman if you’d like to know
more about what I can tell you about your Astrological Blueprint and your Physique.

You can reach me in all sorts of ways, don’t hesitate to reach out!
Email: jennifer@stoneangelstudios.com
Text: 214-695-6514
Facebook: Stone Angel Studios
Instagram: @stoneangelstudios
LinkedIn: Stone Angel Studios

✨💋- Je ifer
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